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A220 airliner wins approval from Transport Canada for 180 minutes 
ETOPS capability 
#A220  
 
Mirabel, Quebec, January 14, 2019 – The newest addition to the Airbus family of 
commercial aircraft, the A220, has received 180-minute extended operations (ETOPS*) 
approval from the Canadian civil aviation authority, Transport Canada. This achievement 
paves the way for A220 customers to start new direct non-limiting routings over water, 
remote or underserved regions.  
 
“This A220 ETOPS milestone adds to the numerous performance capabilities which the 
unbeatable A220 family already offers,” said Florent Massou, Head of Airbus’ A220 
Programme. 
 
“Being the only in-production aircraft in its class capable of performing both steep approach 
and long-range operations, the A220 is definitely unlocking new route opportunities for 
airlines,” added Rob Dewar, Head of Engineering and Customer Support, A220 Programme. 
 
The A220 is the first commercial airliner to obtain domestic ETOPS certification from 
Transport Canada. This capability is available as an option for A220-100 and A220-300 
operators, enabling them to fly for up to 180-minutes from the nearest diversion airport.  
 
As the only aircraft purpose-built for the 100-150 seat market, the A220 delivers unbeatable 
fuel efficiency and true widebody comfort in a single-aisle aircraft. The aircraft brings together 
state-of-the-art aerodynamics, advanced materials and Pratt & Whitney’s latest-generation 
PW1500G geared turbofan engines to offer at least a 20 percent lower fuel burn per seat 
compared to previous generation aircraft. With a range of up to 3,200 nautical miles (5,920 
km), the A220 offers the performance of larger single aisle aircraft. 
 
With an order book of over 537 aircraft to date, the A220 has all the credentials to win the 
lion’s share of the 100- to 150-seat aircraft market. 
 
*Notes for Editors: 
“ETOPS” is a set of rules initially introduced by International Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO) in the mid-1980s 
to allow commercial operations with twin-engine aircraft on routes beyond 60 minutes flying time from the nearest 
airport and which were previously operated only by aircraft with more than two engines. These rules, which are 
now named “EDTO” (Extended Diversion Time Operations) by ICAO have been progressively revised to allow 
operations up to or beyond 180 minutes diversion time.  
 

*** 
About Airbus 
Airbus is a global leader in aeronautics, space and related services. In 2017 it generated revenues of € 59 billion 
restated for IFRS 15 and employed a workforce of around 129,000. Airbus offers the most comprehensive range 
of passenger airliners from 100 to more than 600 seats. Airbus is also a European leader providing tanker, 
combat, transport and mission aircraft, as well as one of the world’s leading space companies. In helicopters, 
Airbus provides the most efficient civil and military rotorcraft solutions worldwide. 
 
Contact for the media: 
Annabelle DUCHESNE (Mirabel, Canada) annabelle.duchesne@abc.airbus +1 438 402 4276   
Martin FENDT (Toulouse, France) martin.fendt@airbus.com   + 33 561 932 434 
 
This and other press releases and high resolution photos are available on: AirbusNewsroom 
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